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AN INTRODUCTION TO SCHOENBERG'S  APPROXIMATION 
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Abst ract - -For  a given function B and a non-zero real number h, Schoenberg's appro~im~ion defines 
from some data (jh, yj)jEld the function ~"~$Ele yj B(a/h - j ) .  For people not used to this kind of 
approximation, this paper intends to do a aununary of the main deFmltlous, properties and utillzatious 
of Schoenberg's approximation: we show that the main tool to handle Schoenberg's approxinmtion 
is the Fourier trmudom of B and even more its modified version, the tranm]er ]xnction of B; we give 
conditions for convergence of E.~EZd f ( jh)B(. /h- j )  when h tends to r~-o, and we give various ways 
to define various B as combinatious ¢~ tranalat~ of some function ~ (usually ~p is either some radial 
function, or obtained by a tea~or product of mine radial function), depending on the properties we 
want for the associated Schoenberg's approximation. Last, we show how multi-resolution a alysis, 
subdivision techniques, and wavelets technlquee, are nicely connected to Schoenberg's approximation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. General Presentation 
In his 1946 paper, I. J. Schoenberg [1] introduced (in one dimension: d= 1) the approximation 
on a cardinal grid (i.e., for data (jh, YJ)jEz~) using translates of a basis function, say B. Further- 
more, he gave the definition of (cardinal) polynomial splines (i.e., polynomial splines with knots 
on the cardinal grid), of (cardinal) B-splines, and of "characteristic function" (which we will call 
"transfer function"), which is the main tool to study the properties of the approximation. This 
is the reason why we propose to call Schoenberg's approzimation the operation, which from a 
function B, a non-zero real number h and a vector y = (YJ)jEz~, gives the function 
a = Ey jB( . /h - j ) .  (1;1) 
jEZ 4 
We will also call a the B.approzimation with Step h of y or simply B-approximation of y. The 
points (jh, yj)~ ~z~ are called "control points" or "B~zier points" of the approximation. 
Note that if the function B enjoys B(0) = 1; Vj E Z d -  {0}, B(j) = 0 (in this case, B will 
be denoted by L, as "Lagrangian function"), then the function ~ defined by (1;1) interpolates 
the control points (jh,yj)jczd. So all properties in this paper are also available for cardinal 
interpolation. 
Besides, (1;1) is obviously defined for any sort of B (when the sum in (1;1) is convergent); 
however, the most commonly used B functions are B-splines, tensor products of B-splines (for ex- 
ample, B(z, y) = Bl(z)B2(y), where B1 are B2 are univariate B-splines), or linear combinations 
(usually a small number) of translates of some radial functions ~ (i.e., B = Y~jcz~ AJ ~(H* - J[D 
for some function ~b and some compactly supported vector A). However, three properties are 
usually required for B: first, a sufficient decay of B(z), when Ilzll --, vo, in order to ensure the 
convergence of the summation i (1;1) for a large class of y and to ensure the fast numerical com- 
putation of the summation (1;1); second, ~'~jEz~ B(j) = 1, in order to ensure a( j )  = c, whenever 
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VjEZ d, yj - c; and third, unity of decomposition, i.e., if Y~j~ z. yj B(o- j )  = ~'~j~.z" zi B(o-j) ,  
then y = z. An important part of this paper is to give interesting properties for B and the 
associated approximation, and to show how to derive some B functions in order to get these 
properties. 
1.~. Enjoyable Properties of Schoenberg's Approzimation 
For obvious reasons, the first preoccupation is to determine which is the closure SB,h of the 
space spanned by (a finite number of) h-integer translates of B(o/h), i.e., 
f 
Ss,h = Closure Yj B (o /h  - j) ,  
(jEz' 
y being a compactly supported vector) ,  (1;2) 
or which are the conditions for which Sa,h = L2(I~), and the rate of the decay, as h -+ 0 of 
dist(f, SB,h), where f is some function. In the first comprehensive paper on that subject, [2], it 
is proved that this is directly connected to the maximum degree of polynomials in Sn,h; this is 
often called "Strang and Fix conditions." Finer results about this can be found in [3-5]. As a 
consequence of Strang and Fix conditions, the maximum degree of polynomials in SS,h is quite 
a general preoccupation fpeople dealing with Schoenberg's approximation. 
The main practical advantage ofSchoenberg's approximation is that there is no need of sophis- 
ticated computation (such as solving large linear systems) in order to determine ~. Obviously, 
the faster B(z) is decaying when I]zH is increasing, the faster is the computation of or(z) for any 
z ER d. Furthermore, the set of possible y's in (1;1) is greater when the decay of B is faster. This 
is why the rate of decay of B is also quite a general preoccupation. 
If ~ E SS,h is the interpolating function of the control points (jh, yj)jczd (i.e., o'(jh) - yj, 
V j K la), Schoenberg's approximation is often used in order to approach ~ (and for this reason, it 
is often called "quasi-interpolation'). So, important preoccupations are about some "distance" 
between ~ and y, for various classes of vectors y: mainly Pn(Rd)-reproduction a d Pn(/d)-inter - 
polation, as defined in Section 2.2, and their asymptotic version as h tends to zero, Pn(Rd)-quasi - 
reproduction and Pn(/d)-quasi-interpolation; bounds of [[~h - YI[ (where ~h is the vector whose 
jth component is ~(jh)) for various "norms." 
Now, defining a function B, enjoying some of these properties, as a linear combination of 
translates of some given function ~0 is quite a general preoccupation; most often ~0 is taken as a 
(tensor product of) radial function. 
In many situations, it is of highest interest to use Fourier transform; working on the "cardinal" 
grid (i.e., the grid l ~ or h Z d) gives the opportunity of using Poisson formula, and so a lot of 
pretty properties can be derived. Furthermore, tools about filtering, such as transfer function, 
are available. 
1.3. Main Utilizations 
BOUNDED DOMAIN 
Data on the cardinal grid (i.e., h Z d) may be unrealistic for practical applications (especially in 
many dimensions), as we never have an infinite number of data; however, as B is most often chosen 
decaying at co, the summation i  (1;1) is numerically restricted to a finite number of ternm. So, 
Schoenberg's approximation can be used with a finite number of data (jh, yj)jhEnnhZ~, where 
C R d is a bounded omain. As we will see in Theorem 3.1, asymptotical results remain valid 
in such a situation. 
"SIDE EFFECTS" 
On the other hand, working on the cardinal grid gives a lot of advant&ges: roughly speaking, 
when working on a bounded grid, they are some "side effects" which do not occur when working 
on the cardinal grid; mathematically speaking, we can use Fourier transform, Poisson formula, 
transfer function, and other pretty tools, which give the opportunity of deriving some important 
properties. 
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MULTI-RESOLUTION AND WAVELETS 
Working on the cardinal grid also gives us the opportunity of splitting the grid into a finer 
grid, with Step hi2, and then we can use the results obtained in multi-resolution analysis. An 
important condition required is the so-called "stability condition," i.e., there exist non-negative 
reed constants CI and C2 such that, for any yEL2(Zd), 
cx Ilyll= _< uj B (o -  j) _< C= Ilyll=. (1;3) 
. iEZ .= 
This condition is equivalent (see [6]) to the existence of non-negative r al constants Ca and C4 
such that 
ca < 7>B _< 6'4 (1;4) 
(see (2;18) for the definition of 7)B ). Then, it is also possible to define wavelets associated to a 
Schoenberg's approximation. 
SUBDIVISION ALGORITHMS 
When ~ enjoys the stability condition, it is also possible to define a vector a such that the 
iterates of the operator S applied to y do converge towards Y~.jeld l/j B(* - j), where S is the 
operator defined, for any vector z such that the summation in (1;5) is convergent, by 
vtez ' ,  = (1;5) 
jEZ .r 
This gives a way of computing numerical values for ~; however, the efficiency of this method is 
obviously highly dependent on the rate of decay of a, and in many situations, this seems to be 
of real interest only when B is a Lagrangian function, i.e., when performing the interpolation of 
the vector p. 
I.,~. Some Authors 
Schoenberg's approximation is mainly covered by radial basis functions' people, as B is often 
chosen as a finite linear combination of integer translates of a radial function ~0. For this reason, 
literature on that subject is quite abundant, and we only quote here some papers which to us 
seem to be key papers. Most of them make an extensive use of Fourier transform and Poisson 
formula. 
(1) L J. Schoenberg: We mention, for historical reasons, three papers. In 1946 [1], he gave 
many definitions and details on our subject, though obviously written, here and there, in 
quite an old fashioned point of view. In 1969 [7], he focused on interpolation and gave 
conditions for unicity of cardinal spline interpolation (i.e., of the conditions for unicity of 
the Lagrangian cardinal spline). His 1973 paper [8] is also devoted to cardinal interpola- 
tion, using different ypes of splines. All these papers are written in one dimension, but 
most of them can be extended to higher dimensions. 
(2) Marc Atteia; Pierre-Jean Laurent; Jean Duchon; Wall~l Madpch and S. A. Nelson: Since 
Schoenberg's approximation started with polynomial splines [1], and in fact radial basis 
function theory--and, as a consequence, much work on Schoenberg's approximationwhas 
been developed from thin plate splines and, more generally speaking, from polyharmonic 
splines, it is of interest o mention here the work of the following authors: Marc Atteia [9] 
and Pierre-Jean Laurent [10], who defined the splines as functions minimizing a norm of a 
(semi-)Hilbert space; Jean Duchon [11,12] who defined polyharmonic splines as functions 
minimizing some Sobolev semi-norms (see Section 4.1.3); and Wally Madych and S. A. 
Nelson [13] who presented an extension of Duchon's work (without using Fourier analysis). 
Madych and Nelson [14] also did quite a complete study on cardinal interpolation by 
m-harmonic splines (for integer m), including the minimizing property, and re~ctiving the 
expression "polyharmonic splines" proposed by Jean Duchon in his thesis. 
(3) Stran9 and Fiz: As we mentioned before, they gave in [2] conditions to ensure polynomials 
of degree n to be in the closure of the space spanned by integer translates of a function B. 
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(4) /an Jackson: His thesis [15] is devoted to functions B which are linear combinations of
tr_~n_~lates of some radial function ~o. He gave important sufficient conditions to ensure 
Pn(Rd)-reproduction a d the rates of convergence for approximations in the case when the 
grid spacing h decreases. Furthermore, he obtained similar results when the summation 
in (1;1) is not performed over the whole space 7 d, but over the subspace JC I  d of multi- 
integers uch that jh  E C~ for some bounded open set fl (see Theorem 3.1). He also gave 
the explicit expression of some functions B in order to ensure Pn(Hd)-reproduction for
some n and some radial functions ~0 ("mutiquadrics," "polyharmonic splines" of order 2 
and 3, "shifted thin plate splines'). 
(5) Nim Dyn, Ian Jackson, David Levin and Amos Ron: They did in [16] an extensive study 
on Schoenberg's approximation for quite genera] ~0. Conditions for Pn(Rd)-reproduction 
are studied, as well as convergence orders when h goes towards zero, under the same 
conditions as in Jackson's thesis. They made an extensive use of Fourier transform. 
(6) Christophe Rabet: He defined and studied in detail Schoenberg's approximation with 
"polyharmonic cardinal B-splines," which are a generalization to polyharmonic spllnes of 
the usual polynomial B-splines; he showed how to use them as well as to "quasi-interpolate" 
data and '~ilter" them [17-21]. As done in this paper, he took a filtering point of view 
and Used Fourier transform and "transfer function." 
(7) Carl de Boor, Amos Ron and Ronaid DeVote: They gave in [22] a characterization f 
closed shift-invariant subspaces of L2(R d) which provides a specified approximation order, 
analyze approximation orders of sets spanned by the h translates of one '%asic" function, 
and some consequences and applications. 
(8) Martin Buhmann: HIS work is mainly devoted to cardinal interpolation with radial basis 
functions. Furthermore, in [23], he explained how to find functions B which are a (even- 
tually infinite) linear combination of translates of a given radial function, and such that 
Schoenberg's approximation using B provides maximum degree polynomial exactness. 
(9) Charles Chui [24], Nira D~jn [25], Carl de Boor [26], and Mike Powell [27]: They made 
survey papers on or around Schoenberg's approximation with spline or radial basis func- 
tions. 
2. BASIC TOOLS 
We give in this section basic tools in order to handle Schoenberg's approximation. They are 
mainly (various forms of) convolutions and Fourier transforms. 
2.1. Notations 
We propose here to unify some notations, by an extensive use of %" and ".T" for the various 
continuous, discrete and hybrid convolutions and Fourier transforms. 
~.1.1. Multi-integers, Vector ~, and Sample of a Function 
We use standard notations for multi-integers a, # E N d, and j, k E Z d 
i=1 i=1 i= l  
/9 < ot ¢==:6 Vi ~ [1, d~, /~i ~ oti; Daf  -" ~ - Oz~ a Om~"" Oz:" f" 
The term e denotes the vector defined by 
¢o -" 1; V jEZd- -{0} ,  = 0, (2;1) 
(we have chosen the notation e becazme this vector is, in some way, the "Dirac vector," since, 
for any vector y, y .e  - y, and the notation e is quite similar to 6, commonly used for Dirac 
distribution). 
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For any function f from R d into R, we call the "sample with Step h, of.f" the vector ~fa and 
it is denoted and defined as 
Yj E Z d, (fh)j = f( jh).  (2;2) 
As a particular case, if h -- I, f l  is the vector whose jth component is f( j) .  
~.I.~. Convolutions and Hybrid Convolutions 
We shall use • for convolutions and *h for "convolution of Step h." 
CONTINUOUS CONVOLUTION OF Two FUNCTIONS 
For two functions f and g such that the summation in (2;3) is convergent, we denote by f .g  
the function defined by 
f * g = / f (z)  g(* - z) dz. (2;3) 
DISCRETE CONVOLUTION OF TWO VECTORS 
For two vectors u and v such that the summation i  (2;4) is convergent, we denote by u.v the 
vector defined by 
Vk E Z d, (u • v)t "- ~ ,  u s vt - j .  (2;4) 
jEZ a 
HYBRID CONVOLUTION OF A VECTOR AND A FUNCTION 
For a vector u and a function f such that the summation in (2;5) is convergent, we denote by 
u * f ,  and we call "hybrid convolution of u and f", the function defined by 
u, f  = ~u~f( . - j ) .  (2;s) 
j E I  ~ 
HYBRID CONVOLUTION WITH STEP h OF A VECTOR AND A FUNCTION 
Under the same condition as above, we denote by u,h f ,  and we ca//it hybrid convolution with 
Step h of u and f,  the function defined by 
u *h f = (u * f ) ( . /h )  = ~_, u~ f ( . /h  - j ) .  (2;6) 
jEZ d 
Note that, with this notation, B-approximation of a vector y with Step h (i.e., Schoenberg's 
approximation ofa vector y with respect o B and with Step h) is nothing but hybrid convolution 
with Step h of y and B, i.e., (1;1) may be re-written as 
~r - y .hB  -- (y*B) (s /h ) .  (2;7) 
DISCRETE CONVOLUTION WITH STEP h OF TWO FUNCTIONS 
Last, for two functions f and g such that the summation in (2;8) is convergent, we denote by 
f *h g, and we call this discrete convolution, with Step h, the hybrid convolution with Step h of 
the vector fh (defined from f by (2;2)) and the function g, i.e., the function defined by 
/ *h  g -- /h *h g = Y~ / ( jh )  g ( - /h  -- j). (2;8) 
j EZ  d 
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Note that this discrete coHolwtion of Step h is essentially non-symmetric, .e., f*a g is usually 
different from g *a f. Besides, when h -- 1, we denote by "1 instead of *a, i.e., 
f *xg  = f l *g  -- ~_~f(J) g(°--J).  (2;9) 
jE~" 
~.I.3. Spaces and Norms 
For any function f,  we denote by S/,h the closure of the space spanned by h-integer translates 
of f ,  i.e., 
o'ESy,a ~ :1~ : ~r = X,a  f.  (2;10) 
We denote by Pn(R d) the set of polynomials, with variable in R a, of degree at most n, P(R d) 
for the set of all polynomials with variable in R d. We denote by Pn(Z d) the set of vectors y such 
that there exists pEPn(R d) satisfying yj =p(j)  for any j EZ  d, and we denote by p(/d) the set of 
all vectors y such that there exists pEP(Rd), satisfying yj = p(j) for any j EZ  ~. 
NOgMS. [[*[[1 (resp. II°lh, reap. I1°11=) denotes as well the Ll(Rd)-norm as the Lx(Zd)-norm (reap. 
the L2(R~)-norm and the L2(Zd)-norm, reap. the Loo(Rd)-norm and the Loo(Zd)-norm). Norms 
of periodic functions are taken over a single period. Furthermore, [[,,][ denotes the Euclidean 
nor ln .  
Let r G R+. We denote by Ye the set of vectors y enjoying 
[Yjl - 0 (]lJll~o), when IlJlloo ~ c~. (2;11) 
We denote by [.  {r the norm on Yr defined by 
vyEY, lYl'--ma~/lY°[' y~r'-(0}sup ~) .  (2;12) 
Finally, ~" ' )  denotes the set of all real-valued functions whose variable is in R d. 
~.1.~. Fourier Transforms 
We shall write Y for the Fourier transforms. 
FOURIER TRANSFORM OF A FUNCTION 
/ffELI(Ra), fo r  ~'f is the function defined by 
f -- .~f -- f f (z)  e -a ' ' *  dz. (2;13) 
I d  
In a classical way, if f is not in LI(R ~) but is a slowly increasing function (i.e., if there exists 
p E P(s  d) such that v= E n J, lY(=)l _ Ip(=)l), = 7 denotes the Fourier transform of f 
in the sense of distributions, i.e., the (function associated to the) tempered istribution (linear 
functional) defined by 
VqbEZ), (~f  , ~b) = (f  , ~-1¢p) _ / f (z ) ( .~-xqb)(z )dz  (2;14) 
(here, ~ denotes the set of test functions--i.e., infinitely differentiable, compactly-supported 
functions--and (s, s) denotes the duality product; for details, see for example [28]). 
Prom now on, we sappose to work with a slowly increasing friction ~o (so, ~'~ is defined). 
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FOURIER TRANSFORM OF A VECTOR 
/ f  u E Lx(Zd), we call (contineows) Fourier transform of the vector u, and we write J:u, the 
function from R d into R de/ined by 
~'u - ~ uj e -~ J 'dz .  (2;15) 
jEZ ~ 
DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM WITH STEP h OF A FUNCTION 
I f  f G LI (Hd), we call discrete Fourier transform with Step h of the function f ,  and we denote 
by ~hf  , or when h= 1 T f or f ,  the Fourier transform of the vector fh (as detined by (2;2) and 
(2;15)), taken at the value he, i.e., 
7hS = (YSh)(h.) = ~ y(jh) e -2''~h', (2;16) 
SE)I 'd 
f=TS = ~rtf = E f(J) e-2i'J'. (2;17) 
j E I  d 
The function ~ is also called characteristic Sanction [1], or symboZ function [29]. About the 
notations, we think that the notations TS and f are quite convenient because they are quite 
close to the usual notations ~'f and f" for the Fourier transform, and they remind the reader of 
the word 'transfer" (for 7"f) , or of the (co)sinusoidal function (by the ~ ). 
PERIODIC FOURIER TRANSFORM OF A FUNCTION 
I f  f E L2(Rd), we call periodic Fourier transform of f ,  and we denote by 7> f , the ld-periodic 
function defined by 
~f  = E I (~ ' f ) ( - - j )  I'~. (2;18) 
jEZ d 
2.1.5. A Few Properties Linking *, *h, ~, T, 7 >, and Norms 
All these notations are consistent together, as they do enjoy the following properties which are 
quite natural extensions of the known properties for the continuous convolution and the Fourier 
transform: for vectors,  and functions f and g, we have 
- 5 . .  ~f ,  (2;19) 
- h~. .  ~f ,  (2;20) 
= h~hf .  ~f ,  (2;21) 
-- (u*t f)1 -- u* f l ,  (2;22) 
- Y . .  Tf .  (2;23) 
~f = ~ yf (o-  j), 
jEZ ~ 
7( .  • f )  
~ ' ( .  ,h f) 
7( f  ,h g) 
(- *h f)h 
T( .  * f )  
Thanks to Poisson summation formula, we have 
.7~hf _. h-d E ~f(o -  j /h) ,  
j EZ  ") 
and so, 
(2;24) 
~f  = ~( f* f ) .  (2;25) 
Thanks to Parseval's formula, we have 
I l f lh = I lS f lh  ; 
Lastly, 
II~.lloo _< II.ll~; 
Ilulh = I I~ulh; IIf~lh = I ITf lh.  
II~'SlI~ = I I~fl l]  = IISII] • 
(2;26) 
~ (2;27) 
(Note that, as 7>f is a ld-periodic, 117>fib and HT>fl[2 are taken over a single period, i.e., [[7>f111 = 
f[o,ll' [rf(~)l d~ .) 
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~.~. Definitions and Propositions of Terminology 
As we saw in the introduction, important properties of Schoenberg's approximation concern 
some "distance" between y and ~ = y ,B ,  and, when y E P(Zs), some identity between (the 
polynomial interpolating) y and ~r or ~1. So, we introduce the following terminology, where V is 
a set of vectors (for example, Y = P,(Zd)), and/C a set of functions (for example,/C = pn(Hd)). 
From now on, we suppose to work on a subspace S of S~,h such that there is ezistence and 
unity of the interpolant, i.e., for any vector y, there is one and only one function ~r in S such 
that V j E Z d, ~(jh )= yj . 
CARDINAL 
As the "cardinal set" is the set of cardinal numbers, i.e., the set 7, or I d, we propose to use the 
word "cardinal" whenever either the control points lie in 7 (or 7 d, or h i  d for some h ER- (0 ) )  
(i.e., the control points ate (jh, yj), j E J C Za), or the function is a (finite or infinite) linear 
combination of h-integer translates of a function ~ (i.e., is in the form ~'~-jGZd aj~(e -- jh) ); so, 
for example, Schoenberg's approximation might also be called "cardinal approximation." Some 
authors do use the word "cardinal" for a function to mention that it may be used to interpolate 
data (what we call an "interpolant," see below), but we think that this is not a convenient use 
of the word "cardinal." 
INTERPOLANT 
A function L is said to be an "interpolant" (or a "Lagrangian function"), fraud only he(see (2;1) 
for the definition of ~) 
VjEZ d, L(j) = ej (2;28) 
(some authors denote L by X). Then, for any vector y, 
y ,L  - y. (2;29) 
When L is s combination of translates of B (i.e., L -- ~'~VEz" aj B(e - j ) ) ,  L is also called a 
" B-interpolant." 
~}-INTERPOLANT 
A function B is said to be "V-interpolant" i f and only if for any y in V, 
(Y*IB)x = y, 
Vk E Z d, i.e., if and only if ~'~j Ez' yjB(k - J) = Yk. 
/C-KEPR.ODUCING 
A function B is said to be "/C-reproducing" h eand only he, for any f in/C, 
f * IB=f ,  
i.e., i f ,~d only if V fE~,  ~"~jEZ' f( J)  B( .  -- j) -- f. 
/C-QUASI-INTEKPOLANT 
The expression ¢uasi-interpolant is often used and needs to be precisely defined. We think that 
the first notion usually required is that for some class of vectors y the function y *h B "almost 
interpolates" the control points (jh, YJ)jGz'" In these terms, things are far too imprecise to be 
usable; we think that the expression "almost interpolates," usually means that if the vector yh is 
the sample with Step h of a function f (i.e., if there is a function f such that Yh - fh), then the 
vector (yh*~,B)~ (i.e., the sample with Step h of the function Yh *~ B ) should be all the closer to 
yh as h is small; for technics] reasons, this will be required only on bounded sets of the variable. 
This can be expressed by the following: 
A function B is said to be "/c-quasi-interpolating" ff and only if, for any f in/C, and any N 
i nn  
sup tl(f, B)(th)- Y(th) l[  , 0. h--*0 k~]g d 
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A function B is said to be a "quasi-interpolant" if and only if  it is It-quasi-interpolating for 
some set IC. 
~-QUASI-REPRODUCING 
There is another important property: we may require that, for some class of functions f ,  the 
function f ,s B is in some neighbourhood f the function f .  As for quasi-interpolation, wewill 
express uch a property as a limit, when h tends to zero. In other words, we define "quasi- 
reproduction" as a sort of asymptotical reproduction. This can be expressed by the following 
statement: 
A function B is said to be ~/C-quasi-reproducing" if and only i f ,  for any f in ~, and for any 
bounded set f l /n R a, 
sup l ( /*h , o. 
zEf~ h-*O 
A function B is said to be "quasi-reproducing" if and only if it/8 ~-quasi-reproducing forsome 
set K~. 
~.3. Schoenberg's Approzimation Viewed As a Digital Filter 
Studying a B-approximation may be split into two different problems: first, the properties of 
cardinal interpol&tion (i.e., the values (y*hL)(z) for z E R ~ - hZ a, where L is a B-interpolant); 
and second, the difference at the knots between cardinal interpolation and B-approximation (i.e., 
the values (y*hB)(jh) for j E Zd). In this section, we introduce basic tools to examine the second 
problem. To do so, let ~r=y*sB and ~% be the sample with Step h of~r, as defined by (2;2); the 
mapping fB : Y -'* ~% is a (digital) filter, and main tools to study this digital filter are "transfer 
function," interpolating power," and "filtering power." 
The following Theorems are proved in [21]: 
~.$.1. Digital Filter 
THEOREM 2.3.1. Let r E R+; let r ~ E R such that r s > r + d. Let B be a function from R ~ to R 
such that Bh E Y-r'. Let fB be the mapping from Yr to Yr defined by 
Vy E Y,, fB(Y) = (Y *h B)h . (2;30) 
Then, fB is a linear function, continuous for the norm I • It, and shift-invariant (i.e., for any 
k E Z d and any vector k, fs(T~(y)) = Tz(fs(y)), where Tt(u) is defined for any vector u by 
(Tk(u))j -" uj+k for any j E Zd). 
So, fB is a (digital) "filter" (see [30]). 
2.3.~. Digital Filter 
DEFINITION. fB is called the (digital) filter associated to the B-approrJmation. 
~.3.3. Eigenvector and Eigenvalue 
THEOREM 2.3.3. Let r, r / and Bh enjoying the hypothesis of Theorem 2.3.1. Let w E R, and 
e~ be the vector defined by 
v j  Z a, (eh,o)i = e (2;3z) 
Then, eh~, is an eigenvector of fB, the associated eigenvalue being 
= B( j )e  (2;32) 
jEZ  ~ 
2.$.4. Transfer Function 
DEFINITION. 7B  iS called the transfir f~nction of the filter fa, or the transfer f~nction associated 
to the B-approximation, or simply the transfer f~nction of B. 
~tzlt. .t  
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~.3.5. Rema~ 
As a direct consequence of this, ITB(w)I is the coefficient of the amplification (or of the 
attenuation) of a (co)sinusoidal input with frequency w; azg(TB(w)) is the change of phase of 
the same input. 
The whole shape of TB is important and often of high interest; however, in order to know 
rapidly whether a B-approximation is far from the interpolation or not (and in order to get some 
error bound), it is also interesting to have a single number which should be signiticant of some 
"distance" between the interpolation and a B-approximation. In the same way, it is of interest 
to have a number significant to the filtering level of a B-approximation. 
~.3.6. Interpolating and Filtering Power 
DEFINITION. We call interpolating power and filtering power of a B-approximation the quantities 
= 1 - l iB ,  - ell2 = 1 - I I~ 'B  - 1112, (2;33) 
s__ = 1 - I IB l112  = 1 - IP 'B I I2 .  (2;34) 
i 
The equivalence of the two expressions proposed above for B, as well as for ~ is directly due 
to (2;26), and the obvious relation ~'~ = 1. 
3. PROPERTIES 
8.1. Approzimation Orders 
The following theorem, and finer versions of it, is proved in [15,16] (see (2;10) for a definition 
of sa,h). 
THEOREM 3.1. POLYNOMIAL REPRODUCTION AND APPROXIMATION ORDERS. Let n be a pos- 
itive integer and B be a function such that: 
(a) There exists a non-negative real valued number t such that, when IIz[Ioo ~ oo, B(x) = 
(b) 
(c) 
Then, 
(i) 
(ii) 
O(ll,ll;o'-"-l). 
V,~eN' ,  I,~1 < ,, ===~ eTB(o) = ~ 
v j~z  d - (o}, V ,~N d, I,~1 < ,, ~ O"YB( j )  = O. 
we have the following properties: 
B-approximation is Pn(Rd)-reproducing. 
Let f be a function such that all derivatives up to total order n+ 1 are de~ed and bounded 
over R a. Then, when h ~ O: 
{ O(h '~+t) ,  when 0 < f < I. ll/*h B -/lloo = O(/,-+l[In hD, when l - I. (3;I) 
O(hn+l), when t > I. 
Off) Let N be an open boundedset o f  R a, let ft .  - {zEf~ : I1=-~'11 _< e ==~ e~f l}  the 
set of points of ~ being at a distance from boundary off l  greater than e. Let f *h,n B 
de~ned by 
f *h,n B = ~ f(z)  B((* -z) /h) ,  (3;2) 
zEhZdnN 
and let II/ll~o,n. = sup.ca. I f (x) l ;  then, when h ~ 0 
O(hn+Z), when 0 < f < 1. 
]If *h,n B - flloo,n, = O(h "+11111 hD, when t "- 1. (3;3) 
O(hn+l), when t > 1. 
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REMARKS 3. I. Let us emphasize the high interest of this Theorem. 
Best possible rate of an approzimation by integer translates of a .f~nction ~: Let ~ be a particu- 
lar function (for example, ~ is some radial function), let B = As *~ for some bounded supported 
vector As, and L = Ar * ~ be  a ~-interpolant (we will give in Section 4.4 various ways to derive 
L from B). Then, applying Theorem 3.1 to the function L (instead of B), we get the best rate, 
say n, of convergence when approximating a function f with a combination of translates of ~; 
applying now Theorem 3.1 to the function B, we know if B is a best approzimant in the sense 
that the decay of the distance between the B-approximation of a function f and the function f
itself is in O(hn). Note that this is not always the case. For example, for cubic splines, let B be 
the usual centered B-spline (i.e., B(z )= (Iz+2[ z - 4lz+l l  s + 6lz[ 8 - 4 l z - l l  s + I z -2 l s ) /12  ), 
and L be the cardinal cubic spline interpolant. It is known (see Theorem 4.4.1 for ~'L) that 
~rB(~) = ((sin ~rw)/(rw))4 and (~rL)(w)=~rB(w)/(l- (2/3)sin ~ ,~) and so B-approximation is 
only P1(Rd)-reproducing, though L-approximation (which is cubic spline cardinal interpolation) 
is P3(Rd)-reproducing. Therefore, the best possible rate of approximating a function by cubic 
B-splines is O(h 2) while L-approximation performs a rate of O(h4). However, using C such that 
C(z) = ( - B(x+I) + 8B(z) - B(z-1))/6,  C-approximation is Ps(R&)-reproducing and performs 
a rate O(h4). 
APPROXIMATION ON A BOUNDED SET 
In practical applications, we obviously do not have an infinite number of control points. How- 
ever, equation (2;3) shows that even if B is not compactly supported, the effect of truncating the 
cardinal approximation to a finite number of terms is asymptotically limited to the boundary of 
the domain. 
Note, however, that this theorem gives asymptotical results, no error bound. As far as we know, 
there is no general error bound for Schoenberg's approximation (for general ~ or B). However, 
the following section is devoted to error bounds at the control points. 
3.~. Error Bounds at the Control Points 
The following theorems are proved in [19-21]. 
3.2.1. Polynomial Interpolation 
THEOREM 3.2.1. Let B be a function, T B the transfer function associated to the B-approxima- 
tion. Let n 6 N. It is equivalent to say 
(i) B is P,(Zd)-interpolating, i.e., Vy E Pn(Zd), (y* B)I -- y. 
(i i) Va E N d, 151 _< - ~ ~ iez ,  JaB(J) = ~"  
(iii) Va E N d, 151 < n ~ ( /Y  TB)(0)  = e~. 
3.2.2. Error Bounds 
THEOREM 3.2.2. With the hypothesis ot'Theorem 2.3.1, we have: 
(i) y e e I ~ I1(~*h B)h - YII~ < (1 -B )  Hylh • 
(ii) y E t 2 =~ I](Y *h B)h - Y]]2 < I] TB  - 1)11oo 11~112" 
(iii) y E ~o ==~ II(Y "4 B)h - Y]]oo < ]IB1 - ellx II~IL • 
3.2.3. Fourier Transform 
THEOREM 3.2.3. With the hypothesis o[ Theorem 2.3.1, let ~ -" y.B.  Then, 
.~'o" = (~y).  (.TB). (3;4) 
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3.P..4. Remarks 
We can use Theorem 3.2.1 to prove the polynomial reproduction of a B-approximation: if
interpolation by linear combination of integer translates of B (or by integer translates of ~o if 
B = ~ * p for some vector ~ is Pn(l~)-reproducing (or if polynomials of de~ree n are in the 
closure of the space spanned by integer translates of B or of p), and if B-appmxin~tion is 
Pt(Z4)-interpolating, then B-approximation is Pm(l~d)-reproducing, with m = min(n, t). 
When deriving a function B, it is generally required TB(O) = 1, (DaTB)(0) = 0 for [¢1 = I, 
as this is equivalent to Pl(Zd)-interpolation (and to Px(R~)-reproducing if B-interpolation is
Pl (Rd)-reproducing) • 
Theorem 3.2.2 gives some error bounds which are not dependent on h; as many applications 
are for fixed h (typically h--1), this is not an important drawback. Besides, other error bounds 
(going towards zero when h goes to zero) are given in [17] when B~ is compactly supported, as it 
is the case for polynomial (tensor product of) B-splines; it is probably possible to extend these 
bounds to non-compactly supported B~ (but this has not been done yet). 
As we can see, a B-approximation is all the closer to the interpolation as ~ is close to 1, i.e., 
as the whole function TB is close to 1; whereas polynomial interpolation (and, as a consequence 
of it, as we saw above, polynomial reproduction) is depending on the properties of TB in the 
neighbourhood f 0. This is one of the reasons why we claim that polynomial reproduction--as 
well as polynomial interpolation--/s not a good criterion to evaluate how far from interpolation a 
B-approximation is. As we will see below (Theorems 4.3.3 and 4.3.4), other criteria are possible 
and much better. 
Theorem 3.2.3 is important as it shows the behaviour of ~ (in terms of its Fourier transform), 
not only for integer values (at approximation points), but for all values in R d. 
4. HOW TO BUILD A SCHOENBERG APPROXIMATION 
In order to define a Schoenberg's approximation, the first important point is to choose a space 
within which the B-approximation will be. This space is usually determined by the choice of 
a function ~0, the function B being then defined by B - A. ~o for some (compactly supported 
whenever possible) vector ~. Section 4.1 is devoted to the choice of ~o, whereas Section 4.2 gives a 
way to define ~ for a given ~0 and for some desired properties of the associated B-approximation. 
As we will see in Section 4.3, an easy modification of B (more precisely, defining Ba-a .B  for 
some compactly-supported v ctor a) may give us a different B-approximation, which has some 
different properties, uch as filtering (prescribed) noises, or on the opposite being very close to 
the cardinal interpolation. In Section 4.4, we give some ways to derive, from a function B, the 
cardinal interpolant L, and so to perform cardinal interpolation. 
.4.1. Choosing a Functional Space 
This point is a very important one, since obviously the type of functions obtained by Schoen- 
berg's approximation will highly depend on the chosen space. Most usual spaces are generated 
by integer translates of a function, say ~0, which is either a radial function, or the tensor product 
of a radial function; such are (tensor products of) cardinal polynomial spfines, polyharmonic 
spllnes, multiquadrics. It seems that the choice between different ~0 is made mainly for practical 
reasons, sometimes motivated by problems pecific to scattered ata interpolation: regularity of 
the obtained function, stability of the linear system to be solved for interpolating a finite number 
of data. All used functions ~o are slowly increasing functions (i.e., there exists p E P(R d) such 
that VzER d, I f ( z ) l  <_ Lv(z)l), and so we can use the Fourier transform ~'~0. 
We want to emphasize here some important points to be looked after when choosing a func- 
tion ~. 
4.1.1. Unity of the ~o-Decomposition 
The first point may be considered quite a technical one: unity of the decomposition fsome ~r 
in S~,~ (i.e., for a given ~rES~,,h, there exists only one vector ~ such that ~ -- ~ .4 ~o; see (2;10) 
for the definition of S~,a) is essential for preserving many properties. In practice, this condition 
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does not cause any problem as if there is no w ER a such that ~o(w)=0,  then the decomposition 
is unique as f = A • ~o ==~ ~'f  = ~'A • ~'~o ==~ 3rA = ~f/Y:~o. Usual ~o's do satisfy 
V~ER ~, Y~o(~) ~ 0. 
The second point is very important too but it seems ometimes forgotten. We explain below 
the consequences (or the motivation) of choosing a strictly positive definite function ~o, or a 
conditionally strictly positive definite function ~o (indeed, all usual functions ~o are conditionally 
strictly positive definite functions; see for example s list of them in [25]). 
~.1.2. Minimizing Some Norm; Hilbert Space 
Let us first recall the definition of strictly positive definiteness: 
DEFINITION 4.1.2. A function ~oEC(H d) is said to be strictlu positive definite if and only if  for 
any tinite set X={z l , . . .  , zn}CR d, the nxn matrix @x defined by 
(~x)i,j = ~'(zi- zJ), Vi, j= l , . . . ,n  (4;1) 
is strictly positive definite, i.e., if and only if for any finite set X = {zl, . . . , z n } C R d, and any set 
A - (A1, . . . ,  An } of non-zero complex numbers, ~ does enjoy 
n 
> 0 (4;2) 
i,j=O 
PROPERTY (Bochner's Theorem). A function ~ is strictly positive definite if and only if its 
Fourier transform is a strictly positive bounded measure. 
THEOREM. Let ~ be a strictly positive definite function. Then, 
(i) There exists a Hilbert space 7t CC(R d) whose reproducing kernel H does satisfy 
Vz, peR d, H(z,y) = ~o(z- y). (4;3) 
We denote by II*ll~ the norm defined on 7t. 
(ii) Let A be any (finite or infinite) subset ofR d such that rain Ila-bll ~ O, and let y = (Ya),eA 
a,bEA 
a~b 
be a real valued vector such that there exists at least one function f in 7t such that 
VaEA, f(a) - y,. (4;4) 
Then, there exists one and only one function 7t, say ~, interpolating the points (a, Ya)aEA 
(i.e., Y a E A, ~r(a) -Ya),  and minimizing I]fH~ over all functions in 7t interpolating the 
points (a, Ya)aEA, i.e., 
vfEn, (VaEA, f(a)-Ua) II'lln-<llSlln. (4;5) 
(iii) The function ~ defined in (ii) can be written in the form 
, = ~ AaH(*,a) = ~ A~o( . -a) ,  (4;6) 
aEA aEA 
for some real numbers Aa (aEA). 
Comments 
This Theorem is quite a classical Theorem in Hilbert theory (i), (see for example [31]), and in 
spline theory (ii) and (iii), (see for example [10,17]). 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1.2, if ~o is strictly positive definite and if a function 
~eET/is in the form ~--~'~aGA paSo(s--a) for some real numbers p, ,  then I[o'[l~ minimizes I[.f[[~ 
over all the functions f interpolating the points (a, ~(a)),eA, the norm Ilsl]~ being the norm of 
the Hilbert space whose reproducing kernel is defined by (4;2). 
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4.1.$. Minimizing Some Semi-Norm; Semi-Hilbert Space 
Let us first recall the definition of conditionally strictly positive definiteness. 
DEFINITION. Let m E N; a function ~o E C01 d) is said to be conditionally strictllt positive definite 
of order m if and only if for any finite set X = {z l , . . . ,  z n } C R ~, the n x n matr/x @x detined 
by (4;1) is strictly positive definite on the subspnce 
d .L n 
i---1 
i.e., if and only iffor any finite set X = {z l , . . . ,  z" } C R d, and any set A = {~tl,  . . .  , )t n ) of non-zero 
complex numbers enjoying the relation ~=1 ~i p(zi)=0, VpEP,n(Rd), ~o does enjoy (4;2). 
Let us remark that if ~o is a conditionally strictly positive definite function of order m, ~o is also 
a conditionally strictly positive definite function of order m ~ > m. 
PROPERTY [32]. Suppose ~o is a radial function, with ~o(z) = Then, ~o is a conditionally 
strictly positive definite function of order m if and only if for any j in N 
y >__ m =,  (W~a+,  (-z)~+(s)(t) >_ o). (4;s) 
The reader can find a definition of conditionally strictly positive definiteness relatively to spaces 
different from Pm(Rd), and another character/zation f conditionally strictly positive definite 
functions in [25,33]. 
The following Theorem is a generalization of Theorem 4.1.2 for conditionally strictly positive 
definite functions. 
THEOREM. Let m E N, and ~o be a conditionally strictly positive definite function of order m, 
Then~ 
(i) There ex/sts one and only one Hilbert space/CCC(R '~) such that 
(a) the null-space of the semi-norm of/(, is Pro(Hal). 
(b) the semi-reproducing kernel K of I(, does satisfy 
Yz,  yER d, K(x, y) = ~o(x - y). (4;o) 
(c) 7/= ~/P,,.,(Rd), equipped with the quotient norm, is a Flilbert space. 
(d) for any finite subset X = {~1,. , .~} C n d, and any ~ in (em(n~))~, 
~,~=1 Ai ~o(o - z ~) is defined and is in IC . The semi-norm on/C is denoted by ] • Jr. • 
(it) Let A be any (finite or infinite) subset of H a such that rain Ila-bll # O, and such that 
a,bEA 
a#b 
the zero polynomial is the only one member of Pm(R d) that vanishes at all the points of 
A, and let (Ya)aCA be a real valued rector such that there exists at least one function f
in IC satisfying (4;4). Then, there exists one and only one function ~, say ~, interpolating 
the points (a, Ya)acA (i.e., VaEAtr(a)=ya), and m/n/m/zing Iflpc over all functions in/C 
interpolating the points (a, Ya)aCA. 
(iii) There exist p~ ~P,~(a ~) and ~ e (P,~(ad))A ~ such that the function ~ defined in (ii) can 
be written in the form 
= ~ ~. r(.,~) + p. = ~ ~. ~(.-~) + ~.  (4;,0) 
aEA aEA 
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Comments 
To prove Theorem 4.1.3, we use Theorem 4.1.2 with spaces quotiented by P,n(Rd). For a 
theory on (semi-)reproducing kernels, see [31], and for spline theory and minimizing properties, 
[10,13,17]. 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1.3, if ~o is conditionally strictly positive definite of 
order m, and if a function ~ is in the form cr=~acAPa~O(•--a ) + Pra (for some/JE (Pm(Rd))A x 
and some Pm E Pro(Hal)---of course, Pm may be the zero polynomial), then [~l~c minimizes Ifl~ 
over all the functions f interpolating the points (a, cr(a))aeA, the semi-norm I • I~ being the norm 
of the Hilbert space whose reproducing kernel is defined by (4;3). 
We think that this property is of high interest, as then the space is the "best one," from the 
t • tsc point of view. So, if I • I~ has some kind of physical meaning, functions ~ are, among all 
functions having the same values at a EA, the "best ones" in the sense of that physical meaning. 
This is why it seems to be udse to choose a conditionally strictly positive definite function ~o. 
Of course, whenever possible, it is better, depending on the type of appfication we work on, to 
choose which ] • I~ has to be minimized, and then to deduce the function ~o from that semi-norm 
(~o is then defined by ~o(z) = K(z, 0) where K is the semi-reproducing kernel of the semi-Hilbert 
space/C). This is what Jean Duchon did (in the context of interpolating a finite number of points) 
for the semi-norms ] • Ira = I • Ira,0 and I • Ira,, defined by the following equations for any m E N 
and any s~H such that ~-m < s < ~: 
m~ 
Iflm = ~ -~. / ID°f(z)t 2 dx, (4;11) 
la I fm |~ 
If Ira., -- ~ -~. ll2~r~ll 2' l?D~/(w)J 2 d,,. (4;12) 
lal=ra ll,r 
Denoting by ~om,, the corresponding functions ~o, we have 
/ Cra,, I1•112m+2'-d In I['11, when m -k s - d is an integer, 
~0rn,, = Cm,, I1•112ra+2'-~, when m -I- s - d is not an integer, 
(4;13) 
where Ca,, are known constants (see [11,17,25,28]). 
As the I*lm semi-norms, and the "intermediate" semi-norms I'Ira,, are quite natural semi-norms 
(for example, if d - 2, [ • 12,0 is known to approach the bending energy of an infinite thin plate, 
which is the reason why the corresponding ~2,0 is usually called "thin plate spline'), we think 
that functions of  the form ~Om,o r ~ora,, are generally particularly good choices as functions ~o 
(furthermore, as we will see further, functions B are then easily derived). Note that this does 
not include functions II•ll for + d even integer, nor I1.11 a In II•H for c~ + d not even integer; 
furthermore, s does not need to be an integer (usually s is chosen to be in [0,1 D, and so 2m+2s-d 
may be non-integer). 
~.1.~. Radial Function ~o 
Most of functions ~o commonly used are radial functions, i.e., there exists a function 0 from R>0 
into R, such that ~o(z)= 0(lie]l), V z E R d. The following theorem [35] gives sufficient conditions to 
ensure the existence of some function ~r = ~j~zd Aj~o(e-j) interpolating some data (jh, g$)jEx~. 
The decay of the Lagrangian function L is important in order to ensure the convergence of
~jcx~ y /L (* - j )  for various classes of y (including yEP0(Zd)). So, most usual functions 0 do 
enjoy conditions MI'-M3', M4. 
THEOREM.  Let M1-M4, MI'-M3 ~ be the following conditions (m is an integer): 
M1 : 3r0 E C(R>0) • 
M2 : I~O(r)l = O(r -~-6) when r --~ so, for some positive 6. 
M3 : {~'0( r ) l  = O(r -~) when r -~ 0, t'or some non-negative v .  
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M4 : ~'~b has no zero. 
Mr  : ~'¢ ~ Cd+m(R>0). 
M2' : Vp <_ d + m, [.~'¢(~)(r)[ = O(r -~-~) when r --* oo, for some positive 6. 
M3' : 3A~R-{0},  ~v~ ]0,m] : ~'~b(r) = Ar-~(l+h¢(r)),VrER>o, where, ?oranyp <_ d+m, 
[h(~)(r)l = O(r x-') when r --* O . 
Let p be the vector defined by 
1 
.F'p = T~o" (4;14) 
Let ~ be such conditions M1-M4 are obtained, and ~o be such that ~o(z) = ¢(Hz[D. Then, 
L = ~ez"  p$~o(* - j)  is an interpoIant (i.e., enjoys (2;28)). Furthermore, h e ~b is such that 
conditions Mr -M3 ~, M4 are obtained ~or some positive integer m, then L satisfies the bound 
IL(z)l = Ilzll--', so. (4;15) 
J.P,. Deriving 
Having chosen a space S,,,~ (i.e., a function ~0), we now need to choose B ES~,~ (i.e., a vector ,X, 
and e = ~ *h ~o) such that B-approximation presents the required properties. 
4.2.1. Usually Required Properties 
The common requirements o do this are: first, the support of A should be as small as possible; 
second, a "sufficient" decay of B(z) when Ilzll increases (both these requirements in order to 
perform as easy a computation as possible); third, the properties of B-approximation itself, 
mainly the "distance" between y • e and y for various classes of p, which is often done by 
requiring Pn(Rd)-reproduction r Pn(Zd)-interpolation for some nEN (we recall that, as ~o, and 
so S~,,h, is fixed, Pn(Rd)-reproduction is a consequence of P,(Z4)-interpolation, of the fact that 
P , (R d) C S~,h, and of the unity of the ~-decomposition, see Section 4.1). 
In order to perform Pn(Rd)-reproduction, letus have a look at the Fourier transform of e .  As 
e = ~ • ~o, from (2;19) and (2;23), we derive 
= are  = ar . 
In order to satisfy (b) of Theorem 3.1, we need ~'B(w) = 1 + o( Igo lC+l ) ;  so we need: 
~rA - 1 (1 + O(l~wlln+z)). (4;16) 
As ~'~ is a trigonometric polynomial, we have to do a trigonometric approximation, of I /~o(w),  
in the neighbourhood of w -- 0, up to the order n + I. Note that if ~'~o is defined and n times 
differentiable on R d - {0), then, when choosing ,~ enjoying (4;16), ~',~ F~o is defined and n times 
d/fl'erentiable on R a, and B so does enjoy (a) of Theorem 3.1. Furthermore, ~'~ is a l~-periodic 
function, and so (c) is also satisfied whenever ~ satisfies (4;16) and (I/~'~o)(0) -- 0, which is the 
case in most commonly used ~o. 
To be short, we can say that, in order to derive a function B which performs P,(~)-repro-  
duction, we can define B = ~ * ~o where A is such that F,~ is a trigonometric approximst/on, in
the neighbourhood of 0, of 1 /~o,  up to the order n + 1 (if Pn(R d) C S~,,h). 
~.~.~. Ezamples 
We now give some examples of how to derive some vector ~ such as B -- ~.~o is an apprc~inumt. 
ELEMENTARY APPROXIMANT ASSOCIATED TO AN ELLIPTIC OPERATOlt p(D) 
We denote by Dh the discretization with Step h of D, i.e., for any function f (ei is the s ~h barn 
vector of Rd): 
D~f = f; D~ +e'f = (D~f)(*+ed2)-  (D~I)(*-he~/2) (4;17) 
h 
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Besides, for any nEN,  and any pEP . (R  ~) written in the form p(z) = ]~l~l<n Pa z*, we define 
the operators p(D) and p(Da) by 
p (D) -  ~ paD a and p(Dh)-- ~ paD~. (4;18) 
lal~n lal~n 
(Note that p(Dh) may be considered to be a discretization of the differential operator p(D).) 
Now, let n E hi, and p E Pa(Ra); suppose p does enjoy p(0) - 0, Ic~l - 1 ~- Da(0) "- 0, 
V z E R a - {0}, p(z) ~ 0, and suppose that ~o is a fundamental solution of the operator p(D) (i.e., 
~o enjoys p(D)~o - Dirac), and let the function Bh be defined by 
Bh "" hdp(D h) ~o, (4;19) 
which may be written 
Bh - -  hdp(Dh) (p(D))-lDirac (4;20) 
(the expression i  (4;20) is valid as the various olutions of (p(D))-1 Dirac differ from functions ~b 
enjoying p(Dh)~b = 0). It is then very easy to check the following relations 
1 
*~p(~o) = p(2ir~a) ; 
YBh(~)  -- h a p((2i)/h sin ~h~) 
p(2iao:) (4;21) 
From (4;21), we easily deduce that B = B1 enjoys the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, and so 
B-approximation is Pl(Rd)-reproducing. 
Note that, for any w in R a, li_.m0 ~C'Bh (w) = 1, and so Bh may be regarded as some approximation 
of the Dirac distribution; actually, this can also be seen in (4;20): starting from the Dirac 
distribution, (p(D)) -1 has a regularization effect, whereas p(Dh) "tries to cancel" the effect of 
(p(D)) -1, without cancelling its regularization effect (the coefficient ha is for homogeneousness 
and ensures Pl(Ra)-reproduction). 
Note that, for deriving the functions ~o and B, p needs not be a polynomial (in fact, the 
condition "p is a polynomial" is only necessary in order to say that the function ~o such that 
Y~o = 1/1> is a fundamental solution of the differential operator p(D)). 
HIGH LEVEL APPROXIMANT ASSOCIATED TO AN ELLIPTIC OPERATOR p(D) 
Under the same conditions and notations as above, suppose p is such that, when w ---, 0, 
- and let q be a polynomial such that, when ~o --+ 0, q(2sinaw)/p(ta) - 
n +1 th 1 + O(l~a[[ ) (here, sin 1no denotes the vector whose i component is sin x~i). Then, let 
Bh --- haq(Dh)~o, and B - B1. Then, B-approximation is Pinf(n,n,)(Ra)-reproducing. This gives 
a way to derive, associated to a differential operator p(D), a "highest possible level" approximant 
(i.e., an approximant which ensures the highest possible degree of polynomial reproduction). 
m-HARMONIC B-SPLINES 
Let m E NI be such that m > d, and let p(~o) - [[2~'w[[ 2m. Then, p(D) is the mth iterated 
Laplacian operator, and B~,m, the elementary approximant associated to p(D), is the so-called 
elementary m-harmonic ardinal B-spline, or shortly, the m-harmonic B-spline. More precisely: 
Let Ah h -~ d = ~f~f l f ( .+he~) -2 f+f (* -he j ) , then  
= ha(-1: (4;22) 
(see (4;13) for the definition of ~om,0), and does enjoy 
B~,,,~ = h a A~' A =m Dirac, (4;23) 
= I, a fUsin, h.U  (4;24) 
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Degree 2m - 1 polynomial B-splines are the particular case when d= 1, emd these B~, m enjoy 
many properties of odd degree polynomial B-splines. For mote detaib, see [17,19]. 
High level approximants associated to p(D) are the so-called high level (cardinal) m-harmonic 
B-splines, and are presented in detail in [20]. 
ELEMENTARY r-HARMONIC B-SPLINES 
Let rER-N such that r > d/2. Let p(w) = ]]2~rw[] ~" (p is no more a polynomial). Elementary 
approximants associated to p are the so-called elementary r-harmonic B.splinu, are denoted 
by B~,~ and are defined by 
= h {'llsinwh.ll'  2, ~, ~ ,j ; (4;25) 
they enjoy B~, r = ~a,r * Pro,r-to for m = (integer part of  r), with ~'~a,r = [12 sin ~rw[[ 2r. Note 
that, as r is not in N, the vector A is not compactly supported. 
As far as we know, high level r-harmonic approximants have not yet been explicitly derived. 
OTHER HIGH LEVEL APPROXIMANTS 
For functions p such that there is no approximant which is a finite linear combination of 
translates of p, [23] gives a way, quite similar to the one given above, to derive an appl~dnumt 
(being an infinite linear combination of translates of p) which performs the highest pomdble 
degree of polynomial reproduction (i.e., the highest degree of polynomials in Sw,h). 
~.3. Improving B 
We now consider that we have a particular approximant B, for example derived as above. From 
it, we want to derive another a~pro0dmant, say B,,  such that 
(i) The Ba-approximation f a vector y should be in the same vectorial space as the B-appro- 
ximation of y is (i.e., in S~,h), and it should be quite easily computed. 
(ii) The associated Ba-approximation should enjoy some filtering properties, such as being 
still closer to the interpolation, or on the opposite filtering some frequencies within the 
control points vector y. 
In order to satisfy (i), we will define B= as a linear combination of translates of B, i.e., 
B= = a .B  (4;26) 
for some (usually symmetric and compactly supported) vector a. 
In order to satisfy (ii), first we suppose that we have a precise filter g to which we should like 
the Ba-approximation looks like (for example, if we want the Ba-approximation he as close to 
interpolation as poemible, we will choose g(y) = y for any vector y); second, we will choose the 
vector a (i.e., the coefficients of the linear combination) in such a way as TB,  is as cioee to Tg 
as possible (in the above example, since Tg' -  I, we will choose a in such a way as TB,  is as close 
to 1 as possible). 
In the sequel, we will denote bll b the vector defined by 
¥ j  E Z d, b /= B(j), (4;27) 
and by c the vector such that •c  - Tg (and so g(y) - c ,y for any vector y). 
The following Theorems are proved in [17,18,21]. 
~.3.1.  [ ink Between B-approzimation and Ba-approzimation 
THEO~M 4.3,1. Under the hypothesis o£ Theorem 2.3.1, let a E Yr; g and c are detined above; 
B,  is defined by (4;26); for any vector y E Yr,, let 
~ra = y*Ba,  
ya=a*y .  
Then, 
¢,  = ya * B ,  
~'B, = (To).  (~'B), 
s(y  • B,) = (sy) . (s~) . f iB). 
(4;28) 
(4;29) 
(4;3o) 
(4;31) 
(4;32) 
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4.8.2. Pa(Zd)-interpolation Criterion 
THEOREM 4.3.2. With the hypothesis of Theorem 4.3.1, let n E N, and suppose the vector a 
enjoys the following relation/'or any sEN a such that Is[ <_. n. 
(4;33) 
Then, £or any yEPn(zd), (y *h Ba)h - g(y),i.e., the values at the h-integer grid of the Ba-appro- 
ximation (with Step h) of any vector yEPn(Z d) is equa/to the vector g(y) = c.y. 
4.8.8. Least Square Criterion 
THEOREM 4.3.3. With the hypothesis of Theorem 4.3.1, let n E N. Let J be a finite subset 
of 7 d. We suppose card J ~ dimPn(Hd). Let ~2j be the set of vectors whose support is in J (i.e., 
aEP j  if and only if Vj ~ J, aj =0).  Then: 
(i) Among all vectors in Pj, the one which minimizes IITBa - TEll ~ does enjoy 
(a .b .b ) j  - (c.b)$, V je J .  (4;34) 
(it) Among all vectors in Va such that the Ba-approximation is Pn(Zd)-interpolating, the one 
which nimizes IITB , - Tglh does e oy 
vjea, 
Vc~ E N ~I, 
(4;35) 
where (~a)lal_<- are Lagrange coefllcients. 
4.8.4. Truncated Basis Criterion 
Let J and Va be defined as in Theorem 4.3.4. Let d be such that d.b=c (note that d may 
be derived via its Fourier transform, ~d = ~c/~b, or better by d = c . l  where t is such that 
L = ~jEz" tj B(s - j)--see how to derive l in Section 4.4). We then propose to define a by 
VjE J ,  aj - dj; VjEZd- J ,  aj -- 0, (4;36) 
or by some modified version of (4;36) in order to preserve Pn(zd)-interpolation. 
This does not give an optimal result (the optimal result is given by minimizing IITB, - Tglh), 
but we can obtain a without solving linear systems, and in some cases we can easily get error 
bounds. The theory about that is not yet achieved, but experimental results, and error bounds 
in the cubic spline case (d -1 )  are quite promising. 
4.3.5. Comments 
QUASI-FILTERING AND QUASI-INTERPOLATION 
So, building an approximation which "imitates" (or is "close to')  interpolation (we say quasi- 
interpolation) is the particular case (when Tg=l ,  i.e., when c--¢, where e is defined by (2;1)) of 
building an approximation which "imitates" a given filter (we say a quasi-filter, which actually 
is also a filter). To do so, when having a function B, we first need to define (Theorem 4.3.1) the 
vector a such that the Ba-approximation has (or approach) the desired filtering properties ((4;31) 
and (4;32)); we then can either use Ba-approximation with Bs - a ,  B ((4;26) and (4;28)), or 
compute first Ya -- a.y  (i.e., do a pre-treatment of data y), and then do the B-approximation of
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ya((4;29) and (4;30)). So, Ba-approximation may be considered to be a (modified) B-approxi- 
mation. 
To define the vector a, we need to solve a linear system (Theorems 4.3.2 and 4.3.3), or to 
derive the vector l of components of L in the B-basis (suggestion 4;29) and to do a convolution 
product. Note that these linear systems to be solved are of quite low order: the orders of the 
systems are the number of the non-zero a/ (plus dimPn(R d) if we use (4;35)), and actually may 
be cut down by symmetry considerations; furthermore, these linear systems have to be solved 
only once, when building the approximsat Ba (no linear system has to be solved to perform the 
Ba-approximation f a vector y, whenever Ba is determined, as shown by (1;1), (4;29), (4;30)). 
Other ways to build Pn(Zd)-interpolating quasi-interpolants are shown in Section 4.4, but if B 
is not compactly supported, they are combinations of an infinite number of translates of B. 
POLYNOMIAL REPRODUCTION CRITERION VERSUS LEAST SQUARE CRITERION 
We want here to emphasize the advantages sad drawbacks of choosing one or the other criterion: 
presently, the habit of people working on Schoenberg's approximation is to look only at the 
Pn(Rd)-reproduction criterion, mainly because the order of convergence, when h --* 0, is higher 
with a higher degree of polynomial reproduction, which may be important in some applications 
such as solving differential or partial differential equations. However, if the important point is 
actually to get a function ~ which is "close to" an interpolating function, this is not the best 
choice, in the meaning that error bounds are lower, for fixed h, with mean square criterion (the 
truncated basis criterion seems to get quite the same errors, sad has the advantage of getting 
easier error bounds). In practice, we think that the real preoccupation is a mixture of these 
two points (obviously, every application requires at least P0(Rd)-reproduction r even Px(Rd) -
reproduction), and so we propose: 
(a) to choose a space S~,h with required regularity and which contains polynomials of wanted 
degree, say n (see Section 4.1). 
(b) to use a mixed criterion (as by (4;35): mean square criterion with the constraint of be- 
ing Pn,(zd)-interpolating), in order to get a function being as close to the interpolating 
function as possible, while performing Pn,(Zd)-interpolation, (and so while performing 
Pinf(n,n,) (Hd)-reproduction too). 
Error bounds have been explicitly derived for the cubic spline case (d-- 1) (see [17,21]) sad 
show in an obvious way that the least square criterion (which is maximizing interpolating power 
in the case when c - e), or truncated basis criterion, gives errors decreasing much faster than 
the Pn(Zd)-interpolation criterion (0 ( (2 -  ~)n)  instead of 0((2/3) n) where n is the number of 
non-zero values of a j). 
A VERY GOOD FILTER: THE "HAT FILTER" 
The particular case when a is the vector a n defined by 
d 
Vj EZ d, a~ : (n + 1) -2d l~(n  + 1 - IJ~[)+ (4;37) 
k----1 
is of high interest, as it is very simple to derive while being a very efficient low-pass, high-cut 
filter. Its transfer function is 
d sin2(n + 1)~hwk, (4;38) 
.~a  n _-- (n . t -1 ) -2dr l  sin21rh~ 
k--1 
which is a positive function with quite small oscillations. It is, for a given number 2n + I of 
non-zero aj, a very good compromise between simplicity, efficiency and low oscillations. 
~.4. Cardinal Interpolation 
By cardinal interpolation, we mean interpolation on the cardinal grid, i.e., finding the function 
~r E S~,h (see (2;10) for the definition of S~,h) such that ~r(jh) = y~, Vj E Z ~. Obviously, if L 
enjoys (2;28), then ¢=l/*sL is the cardinal interpolating function (with Step h) of the vector y. 
Thus, cardinal interpolation is so the particular case of Schoenberg's approximaXiou when B = L, 
and this section is devoted to properties of L and to methods for determining (coefficients, in the 
basis of integer translates of B, of) L. 
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4.4.1. Fourier Transform of L 
TH~..OREM 4.4.1. Let L be a ~o-interpolant (/.e., L = #*~, for some rector#, and L e~joys (2;28)). 
Let, for some vector A, B = A.~o, and let t be the vector such that 
L = l .B .  (4;39) 
Then, we have 
~'L = Y'~o = ~.__BB ._ (~.#). (~'~o) -- (~0"  (~'B). (4;40) 
T~ TB 
As a particular case, for cubic splines and for the usua/cubic B-spline B, as de~ned in Remark 3.1, 
(~o(z) = Izl3/12; ~'~o(w) = 1/(2~rw)4; :B(~o) = ((sin mo)/(~w))4; TB(w)  = 1/(1-(2/3)  sin ~ ~rw))), 
for any w in Rd: 
(.~'L)(w) = (sin~'w)4 1 
(~r~o) 4 1 - (2/3) sin 2 a~'  (4;41) 
and so, 
L = ~ e'JB, (4;42 / 
j£1 
where 6°B = B, 62J+2B = 62J B(.-1) -262JB + 62JB(.+I). 
.~.4.2. L as a Limit of a Sequence 
THEOREM 4.4.2. Let B be a Pl(Zd)-interpolating function, and L be a B-interpolant. Let B. 
and C,  be the sequences of functions defined by 
Bo-B;  VnENI, B.+,-'B.+B- ~ B.(j)B(.-j), (4;43) 
j EZ  ,~ 
Co = B; VnEN,  C.+i = 2C. - ~ C.(j)C.(.-j), (4;44) 
jEZ ' 
and let b n and c n be the sequences of vectors defined by 
b ° = ¢; VnEN,  b n+l = b n + ¢ - b n • b, (4;45) 
c o =¢;  VnEN,  c "+1 =2c" -c" .c  n, (4;46) 
C,  = B2~-1; c n = b ~"-1. (4;47) 
Furthermore, the Bn-approximation is P2n+l(Zd)-interpolating, and the Cn-approximation is
P2.+,_l(Zd)-interpolating. We now suppose that B satisfies: 
d, ITB( )I < 2, or  IB(jh)l < 2. 
j EZ  d 
Then,  when n --+ oo, 
B, - -+L;  Cn~L;  b n--+l; c n- -+l  (4;48) 
(these theorems are proved in [17]; the functions B, ,  the vectors b", and their convergence, 
whenever [B(0)[ > ~"~jcz'-{o} IB(jh)[, were introduced in [35]). 
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Comments 
From (4;40), we easily get t = .~-I(.TL/.~B) = 3:-~(1/TB), and so ~ does enjoy the relation 
1 e2~= wVjEZ d, tj = TB(w------) dw. (4;49) 
[o,I]~ 
However, the integration i  (4;49) is unstable to perform, especially for large values of [[j[[, as it 
is often the case for Fourier integrations. More interesting for numerical computation of ~ is the 
sequence defined by (4;46); obviously, C. and c n are highly accelerating the convergence of the 
sequences B. and bn; the convergence is very fast (five to seven iterations are generally sufficient 
to get the 15-digit numerical atationarity of the sequence), and, furthermore, the intermediate 
functions Bn (reap. Cn) are Pn(Z 4) (resp. P2.+l(Z~))-interpolating. The only drawback of these 
sequences is that the vectors bn and c n are not compactly supported whenever B is not compactly 
supported. For cubic splines, we easily prove Bn = ~=0(-1/6) i62JB.  
5. UTILIZATION AND CONSEQUENCES 
OF SCHOENBEttG'S APPROXIMATION 
5.1. Preconditioning; Scattered Data 
The main ideas developed for deriving approximants B and Ba (Sections 4.2 and 4.3) may be 
re-used to do a preconditioning of linear systerr~ to be solved in order to interpolate scattered 
data (z j, yj)j=l ..... N with functions in the form 0" -- ~'~7=1 AJ ~o(z-z j); in particular, it is possible 
to define the functions Bk -- ~'~N= 1A~ ~o(z-- z~) such that, if Bh(w) -- fro4 B(z -  zk) e -2~=~ dz, 
then, when I1 11 0, 8k( ) -- 1 + O(II II for some n N (note that such functions may be 
regarded as some approximation f the Dirac distribution). Writing now ~ as ~ - ~V=l ajBj(z), 
the linear system to solve in order to determine the aj must be better conditioned than the 
one for A. Quite a lot of both theorical and computational work has to be done in order to get 
complete results about that; but the idea was successful for thin plate splines in various ituations 
(see [36-38], where furthermore they analyze filtering properties of first iterations when solving 
the linear system by Jacobi's or Gauss Seidel's method). See also [27,39] for scattered ata 
interpolation using radial basis functions. 
5.~. Computin# y * B 
Most often, we need to evaluate ~r=y.B on a finer grid than Z J. The first method proposed 
here is applied when this finer grid is also an infinite regular grid, more precisely in the form 
2-kZ d. The second one is applied when this finer grid is 1d-periodic, with any distribution of 
points inside the square [0, 1] d. 
Note that all convolution products involve vectors which are decaying at infinity (such as, for 
example, B1, or t, or (L(j/2))jEz~); as a consequence of it, it is possible, in order to perform 
these convolution products, to use fast Fourier transform algorithms (the vectors being truncated 
to some size, depending on the precision we require for the results). 
5.~.1. Subdivision Scheme 
Many ways are possible to compute the B-approximation of a vector y. The most well-known 
is inspired from the "de Casteljan algorithm," and is called the "subdivision scheme." 
We now suppose that B is such that there exists one and only one vector a such that B - 
~'~j~zd a jB(2 .  - j ) ;  then a satisfy the relation ~'a--2 -d 3~B/(~B)(s/2), and may be explicitly 
evaluated by the formula a - / . c ,  where l is defined by (4;39), andcj - B(j/2), VjEZ ~. Now, 
when defining 
= vi (5;1) 
j EZ  ,r 
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= y * B may also be written • = ~"~jeZ' y~B(2 * - j )  . 
The proof is very simple: 
y .s  = 
j EZ  ~ 
• = a ,  = 
j EZ  ,~ kEZ ,t jE I  ,~/E)f,~ 
So, while (jh, y~)j~z, are the control points of ~r = y .  B, we define new control points of the 
same function ~, on a grid which is twice as thin: (jh/2, Y~)j~z'- By iterating this process, 
we get the control points, of the same function ¢, on the finer grid (2-t j ,  ~)jezd where the 
vector yk is defined by induction by y0 = y and VtE/d,  y~ = ~jGz~ y~-I at-2j. The important 
property is that the vector yn "tends" (when n ---, c¢) to the function or; more precisely, when 
n --, oo, sup lY'/-(Y * B)(2-"J)] -" 0. So, computing yn is a way to compute an approximation 
j EZ  ~ 
(or numerical values if n is sufficiently large) of y * B. 
However, let us mention that the efficiency of this method is directly dependent on the decay 
of aj when [[JH increases. Furthermore, for some ~, L is exponentially decaying at c~, while 
the decay of B is polynomial (this is the case of all m-harmonic splines whenever d > 1, for 
example); so, most often, it is more efficient o compute y • b (b is defined by (4;27)), and then 
to use the subdivision scheme to compute (y • b) • L (i.e., in order to compute the interpolating 
function of y .  b). Note that the vector a L such that L - ]~jcz~ aLL( 2 *--J) is defined by 
Vj E l d, a~ -- L(j/2), and is obtained as the limit of the vector a n defined by a ° = B(j/2), 
a~ -- 2a~ - Y~l~z, ~a~_2l, where c n is defined by (4;46); this sequence is converging very fast 
(a n does enjoy a~ - C,( j /2) where C, is defined by (4;441). 
5.~.~. Convolution Products 
CONVOLUTION WITH B 
This method is available for computing the vector c = defined, for some z in R d (or in [0, 1]d), 
by 
VjE7  d, c~ -- (y*B) (z+j ) .  (5;2 /
Let B be the (known) vector defined by VjE I  d, b~ - B(z + j). We have the relation, valid for 
any k in 7d: 
c~ = (y .B) (z+k)  = E Y :B(z+k- J )  = E YJb~-J = (y.b~)k. (5;3) 
. /E I  ~ $EZ ~ 
So, the vector c z is simply obtained by a convolution product between y and b ~, which is quite 
easy to perform, especially by using a fast Fourier transform algorithm. Let us remark that, as 
the vector y is the same for every value of z, a (small) part of the work has to be done only once, 
for various values of z. Besides, the precision is all the better (and/or computation is all the 
faster) as B(z) is highly decaying when IIzH is large (note that the value of B(z) is more important 
than the rate of the decay, since, for a given h, we may have ah n ~ Ah N, with a ~: A, n ~: N). 
This method is particularly efficient for interpolation (i.e., with B -L ,  the Lagrangian function), 
as L is often decaying faster than B; for example, as shown in [35], polyharmonic Lagrangian 
cardinal splines of integer order (i.e., the Lagrangian function using ~m,0, as defined in (2;28) 
and (4;41) are decaying exponentially, whereas the "polyharmonic B-spline" B~, m (see (4;231) is 
decaying in O(Hz[[-d-2); however, polyharmonic Lagrangian cardinal splines of non-integer o der 
(i.e., using functions ~rn,, with s not in Z), and most approximants and interpolants using radial 
basis functions are decaying polynomially. 
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CONVOLUTION WITH 
Let A be such that B=A*~;  though we can obviously write 
y ,  B = y ,  (,~,~,) = (~,,,x) • ~, 
it is not a good idea to compute y .B  by computing z=(p,A)  and then z.t0, as this expression 
is numerically unstable (due to the usual increasing of 9=(z) at infinity). 
5.$. Wavelets 
The cardinal grid is the domain of wavelets. It is po~ible, under quite general conditions on 
the approximant B, to build a multi-reaolution analysis and wavelets based on B. We mention 
here the main results obtained in [40]. 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose B is such that 
T 
YB -- --, (5;4) 
q 
where T is a 1d-periodic function enjoying 
T(~) = o - -~ ~ e z' (5;5) 
and, where q is an homogeneous function of degree re>d,  such that q(w)=0 :=:# w=0; suppose, 
furthermore, that there exists a non-negative integer n such that, when ~ ~ 0, 
yB(~)  = l+O(l l~ll"+X). (5;6) 
Then, 
(i) B admits multi-resolution analysis, i.e., B satisfies the stabi~ty condition (I;3) and, fur- 
thermore, 
U SB, 2-h - L2(R') N SB, 2.a' - {0}; VkeZ, 
kEZ kEX 
SB.,-. c Se,2-,-, (5;7) 
(see (2;2) for the definition of SB,2-, ). 
(ii) There is an associated stationary subdivision scheme (as shown in Section 5.2). 
(iii) Let E = {0,1/2} d-  {0} a, and let ~b be the function defined by (see (2;18) for the definition 
of T~B): 
V~ e R d, ~(w)  - 2-d q(~) I(~'B)(~/2)I2 
E jez .  lYB(w/2 - j) l  2 (5;8) 
= 2-' (5;0) 
Then, (~b(.-e))ee B is a family of semi-orthogon~d prewaveleCs associated to B, i.e., for any 
c,c~ EE, any j, f E l  d, and any le, le~ EZ such that le~le ~, the functions ~b satisfy (¢(2 k.  -e  - j),  
¢(2 t' • -e '  - j ' ) )  = O, where (., . ) /s  the usual/a(R a) scalar product, and furthermore, 
Sa,x/2 = Sa,x • S~(2...),, • (5;10) 
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Remarks 
The mentioned paper is written with the additional conditions that q is s polynomial and T 
is a trigonometric polynomial, but the above results hold in the absence of these additional 
conditions. 
Note that conditions (5;4)-(5;6) are satisfied for most usual radial basis approximants (but not 
for tensor products, because (5;5) is not satisfied); indeed, they are quite similar to the hypothesis 
of Theorem 3.2 concerning approximation orders. 
Note that ~ satisfies the relation 
= q(D) LB. (2.), (5;11) 
where La. ~ is a B,B-interpolant (i.e., LB. ~ = ~-~j¢z' c/(B.B---)(e-j) for some vector c, and 
LB. ~ enjoys (2;28). The proof of (5;11) is very simple: thanks to Theorem 4.4.1, ~'La. ~ = 
~(B.  B--')/T(B .B---) = ~(B  * B--)/7>(B); besides, ~'(q(D)f(2e)) = 2-dq • (~f)(e/2)  for any f E 
Lx(Rd); so ~, defined by (5;11) enjoys (5;9). Equation (5;11) means that, when q is a polynomial, 
may be obtained by deriving Ls.~, scaling it by a factor 2, and then applying the operator 
q(D) to it. 
In the case of m-harmonic splines, this can be expressed by Om = 2-dAmL2m(2 *) (where A 
is the Laplacian operator and L2m the Lagrangian cardinal 2m-harmonic spline). The simplest 
case is the case d=l ,  m=l  (linear splines): ~bx = L2"(2e), which is ~1(0)=6-6V~,  ¢1( j /2)= 
-6V~(~-2) I J l ,  ~x being linear between each half-integer. Note the exponential decay of this 
semi-orthogonal wavelet. 
6. CONCLUSION 
Schoenberg's approximation is really a "hybrid convolution"; tools convenient for convolutions 
(Fourier transform, fast Fourier transform, Poiason formula, ... ) are particularly well adapted 
to study Schoenberg's approximation. The decay at infinity of the used approximant B allows 
simplifications and makes the involved computation much easier; thanks to this, Schoenberg's 
approximation may be used for approximating control points on a regular finife grid (when 
computing for values of z not close to the boundary of the domain including the grid). 
To define a Schoenberg's approximation, we first need to choose the function ~o, which is 
better done by using, whenever possible, minimizing properties and regularity of the desired 
approximating functions and degree of polynomials in the closure of the space spanned by integer 
translates of ~o; second, we need to derive a function B, which can be done by considering it to 
be an approximation of the Dirac distribution by a linear combination of integer translates of ~0. 
Filtering considerations, such as transfer function, are then very useful, as much to derive an 
"improved" approximant, as to analyze the properties of the B-approximation. Interpolation on 
the cardinal grid is actually a particular case of Schoenberg's approximation, and deriving the 
~0-interpolant L is quite easy by a simple and fast-converging sequence of approximants. 
The values of a B-approximation for z ER d are quite easily computed by subdivision schemes 
and/or convolution products (and by using fast Fourier transform algorithms). We think that 
some of the above ideas may be adapted for scattered ata approximation. The structure of the 
cardinal grid, and properties of the approximant B generally allow building a multi-resolution 
analysis and wavelets associated to a given B-approximation. 
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